
 
 

Vance Gilbert “Angels, Castles, Covers” Disismye Records 
 
Vance’s latest “Angels, Castles, Covers” features musical contributions from Tracy Grammer [violin], 
Richard Gates [bass] and Lorne Entress [percussion], plus there’s vocal support from Lori McKenna, 
Melissa Ferrick, Sean Staples and Tracy. The collection title is pretty much self-explanatory, but in terms 
of source Gilbert musically spans the gamut of soul, R&B, rock, pop and folk music, and the eleven 
songs were recorded, mixed and mastered by session pianist/programmer Tom Eaton.     
 
Most of the material dates from the period 1960/1975 – in other words, Gilbert’s early/teen years - the 
exception being the penultimate cut “Cry Like An Angel.” Penned by Shawn Colvin/John Leventhal, the 
tune appeared on Colvin’s Grammy grabbin’ debut “Steady On” [1989]. In his liner note Gilbert credits 
the tune, on first hearing at the Old Vienna Coffeehouse, as the one that “proceeded to change my life 
forever.” In due course Vance abandoned a career in education for that of a travelling singer/songwriter. 
This world is a serendipitous [and small] place and years later, Gilbert was the opening act on Shawn’s 
“Fat City” tour. 
 
Nikolas Ashford and Valerie Simpson penned “Ain’t Nothing Like The Real Thing” a 1968 # 8 hit for the 
Tamla Motown duo Marvin Gaye and Tami Terrell, and it opens “Angels, Castles, Covers.” Next up is 
Todd Rundgren’s “It Wouldn’t Have Made Any Difference” which first appeared on his 1972 double 
album “Something / Anything?” and was later included on the soundtrack to the rock business movie 
“Almost Famous” [2000]. What follows, is ‘three-way segue’ of tunes connected to a trio of American 
music legends, namely Al Green, and the late Brook Benton and Sam Cooke. Green scored a 1971 # 11 
U.S. Pop hit with his song “[I’m So] Tired Of Being Alone,” while Tony Joe White’s song “Rainy Night In 
Georgia” gave Brook Benton a 1970 # 1 U.S. R&B single and a # 4 U.S. Pop entry. Soon after his 
passing, Sam Cooke’s “A Change Is Gonna Come” gave the performer a modest, posthumous hit during 
early 1965. It appears that Cooke had been much impressed by Dylan’s “Blowin’ In The Wind,” and “A 
Change Is Gonna Come” is perceived as a reply. Whatever, both songs came to be identified with the 
nineteen-sixties U.S. Civil Rights Movement.  
 
Aretha Franklin scored an early 1974 # 3 Pop hit with the Stevie Wonder/Paul/Broadnax composition 
“Until You Come Back To Me [That’s What I’m Gonna Do],” while the oldest song here is the Doc 
Pomus/Mort Shuman co-write “Save The Last Dance For Me,” a 1960 # 1 U.S. Pop hit for The Drifters. 
In the CD liner booklet Vance references first hearing Joni Mitchell’s “A Case Of You” on the live album 
“Miles Of Aisles” [1974], but the song first appeared on her fourth album “Blue” [1971]. Jimi Hendrix’s 
sophomore album “Axis Bold As Love” [1967] contained his “Castles Made Of Sand,” while Stevie 
Wonder enjoyed a 1970 # 9 U.S. hit with Ronald Miller’s “Heaven Help Us All” and it closes this rather 
mixed collection. 
 
Folkwax Score 6 out of 10 
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